11 Things to Do in New York’s Art World Before October 30
Paul Laster

Opening: “Morton Bartlett: Family Planning, early photographs and archival material” at Julie Saul Gallery

A freelance photographer, graphic designer and magazine editor, Morton Bartlett’s artwork was virtually unknown until after his death in 1992, when his photographs and sculptures of young girls were discovered by a New York antiques dealer. Since then, his life-like dolls and images of adolescence have been widely exhibited and collected. The second exhibition of Mr. Bartlett’s work at the gallery, “Family Planning” mixes the artists early black-and-white pictures of children with his later photographs of dolls.

Julie Saul Gallery, 535 West 22 Street, New York, 6-8 p.m. Opening: “Morton Bartlett: Family Planning, early photographs and archival material” at Julie Saul Gallery